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2021 Award Symposium  
and Poster Competition 

 
The SWCS Officers and I welcome you to the 2021 Southwest 
Catalysis Society Award Symposium and Poster Competition on 
Friday, April 23, 2021. The event will be held virtually on Zoom 
for the award lecture and Gather.town for the interactive poster 
competition. 

The award lecture will be given on Zoom by Dr. Steve King, a 
retired Senior Fellow of Dow Inc. He received the 2020 Southwest 
Catalysis Society Award for Excellence in Applied Catalysis to 
recognize his significant contribution to amine catalysis and 
process technology. 

The poster presentation and competition for Best Poster Awards is 
hosted interactively on Gather.town. Gather.town allows 
participants to walk around a virtual poster hall and lobby, and to 
interact with other participants nearby or within private spaces. 
Poster presentations are not pre-recorded; instead presenters can 
discuss their results with interested attendees in small groups or 
one-on-one. 

The registration fee for the 2021 Award Symposium and Poster 
Competition is $5 for regular SWCS members and free to 
student/postdoc/retiree members. The fee for non-members is $10. 
To become a member and to register for the virtual event, please 
follow the instructions at https://www.swcatsoc.org/events. 
Membership costs are $20 (regular) and $5 
(student/postdoc/retiree) and includes membership to the North 
American Catalysis Society (NACS). 

Event details and links to Zoom and Gather.town are available on 
the event info page on Eventbrite after registration. 
 
Finally, we thank all our sponsors for their kind support! 
Fundraising events in 2021 have been limited as in-person events 
were cancelled in 2020-2021 due to the pandemic. However, the 
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generosity of our sponsors has continued to enable this year’s events. 
We particularly want to thank Celanese for reaching out this year to 
sponsor our virtual events by covering the cost of the platform we 
are using to host them. Additionally, we want to thank our 2020 
sponsors as part of their donations are being dedicated to cover the 
monetary awards for our 2021 Poster Competition. The remaining 
donations from our 2020 sponsors will be rolled over to 2022.  
 
We hope you enjoy the Virtual Award Symposium and Poster 
Competition! 
 
Best wishes on behalf of the 2020-2021 Leadership Team, 
 
Lars C. Grabow, PhD 
William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular 
Engineering 
University of Houston 
Chair (2019-2021) 

 
 
 

2021 PROGRAM 
 

Noon Gather.town space opens. Presenters can check their posters and confirm that 
everything was uploaded correctly. (https://gather.town/i/YHMqvxv4)  

2:15 PM Zoom call opens (access information will be available on Eventbrite and in 
Gather.town) 

2:30 PM Welcoming Remarks, Lars Grabow (SWCS Chair) 

2:35 PM 2020 SWCS Excellence in Applied Catalysis Award, Ye Xu (Chair of Award 
Selection Committee) 

2:40 PM Stephen W. King, Senior Research Fellow (retired), The Dow Chemical 
Company,  
Advances in the Catalyzed Reductive Amination of Monoethanolamine 
Winner, 2020 SWCS Excellence in Applied Catalysis Award 

3:30 PM Interactive Poster Competition on Gather.town 

5:30 PM Adjourn  
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2020 SWCS EXCELLENCE IN APPLIED CATALYSIS AWARD 

 

Advances in the Catalyzed Reductive Amination of 
Monoethanolamine 

Stephen W. King, Ph.D. 
Senior Research Fellow (retired) 
The Dow Chemical Company 
 

Commercially, a significant amount of ethylenediamine (EDA) is 
produced by reductive amination via the continuous reaction of 
monoethanolamine (MEA) and ammonia in the presence of hydrogen over 
a fixed bed catalyst. The reaction scheme quickly becomes quite complex 
since EDA can further react with MEA to produce diethylenetriamine 
(DETA), which can also react further to produce piperazine (PIP) and 
higher amines.  These consecutive reactions, coupled with other undesired 
reactions (hydrogenolysis, decarbonylation, disproportionation, etc.) 
increases manufacturing costs due to the challenging separation of these 
byproducts.  A significant amount of research has been done to improve this important industrial 
process.  This presentation will give a high level overview of research on reductive amination 
catalysts that have improved the activity and the selectivity to EDA. 

 
Biography 
Steve joined Union Carbide Corporation after receiving his Ph.D from the University of Georgia 
in 1981 and retired from the Dow Chemical Company in 2019. During his industrial career, Steve 
was involved in the innovation of the narrow molecular weight (NMW) catalyst technology for 
the production of NMW surfactants, improved reductive amination (RA) catalysts for the 
production of ethyleneamines, novel routes to ethers through decarboxylation of carbonates, the 
development of splittable surfactants, and the commercialization of a new process (transamination) 
for the production of diethylenetriamine (DETA).  

Steve is recognized for his expansive breadth and depth of technical expertise and commercial 
accomplishments across a broad array of technologies from alkoxylations, reductive aminations, 
etherifications, transaminations, and process and application development which has led to over 
75 granted U.S. Patents. In addition, he was a mentor for many young scientists across Dow and 
frequently participated in innovation sessions with strategic customers in search of solutions to 
complex problems.   
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POSTER ABSTRACTS 
 
1. A transient kinetic analysis of the evolution of cerium oxide towards effecting non-oxidative 

alkanol dehydrogenation 
Sadia Afrin, and Dr. Praveen Bollini*  
William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 77204 
* ppbollini@uh.edu 

 

Despite the fact of Ce4+ to Ce3+ interconversion facilitated by oxygen vacancy formation has been believed 
to be the origin of the catalytic ability of ceria in different redox chemistries, the individual functionality of 
these oxidized and reduced surfaces, the effect of controlling one of these functionalities towards the overall 
catalytic turnover, and any plausible shift in the reaction pathway and/or the overall reaction all remain 
obscure. In this study, we’ve conducted four distinct types of transient kinetic experiments for ethanol 
conversion over bulk cerium oxide to decipher the evolution of the surface from the reduction half of the 
oxidation turnovers, towards non-oxidative dehydrogenation. Aerobic-anaerobic switches at 498 K lead to 
new steady state dehydrogenation rates which implies the existence of both oxidative and non-oxidative 
turnovers over ceria. Concurrent termination of oxygen imbalances (reflecting ceria reduction) and 
induction periods (reflecting active site creation) in anaerobic experiments point to ethanol dehydrogenation 
turnovers owing their provenance to surface reduction. Implausible vacancy densities obtained from 
analysis of oxygen imbalances using acetaldehyde and CO2 formation rates, unlike using water and CO2 
formation rates, point to the catalytic origin of at least part of the acetaldehyde formed during induction 
periods. Normalized water molar-flow rates, used as a measure of the relative contributions of catalytic and 
non-catalytic routes to acetaldehyde formation in absence of air, evince a transition from non-catalytic 
oxidation to catalytic dehydrogenation upon progressive surface reduction. Initial contribution of oxidative 
dehydrogenation can be suppressed by high-temperature hydrogen pretreatments implying the involvement 
of lattice oxygen in this stoichiometric event whereas phenol, an alpha hydrogen-free titrant, can selectively 
titrate sites contributing to catalytic ethanol dehydrogenation without altering the non-catalytic routes 
responsible for creating these sites in the first place. Not unimportantly, the results also point to an avenue 
for the water-free production of alkanals over reducible metal oxides. 
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2. Mechanism of aldol condensation of acetaldehyde on CeO2(111) – A combined DRIFTS and DFT 
study 

Suman Bhasker-Ranganath,1 Md. Saeedur Rahman,1 Chuanlin Zhao,1 Florencia Calaza,2 Zili Wu,3 Ye Xu1* 
1Cain Department of Chemical Engineering, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
2Instituto de Desarrollo Tecnoloǵico para la Industria Química (INTEC), CONICET-UNL, Santa Fe 3000 
3Chemical Sciences Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 
*yexu@lsu.edu  

 

Aldol condensation enables the formation of C-C bonds between organic oxygenates, which is useful for 
upgrading of biomass-derived feedstock to fuels and higher value chemicals.  To develop a better 
understanding of the mechanism of this reaction on ceria and factors that limit activity and selectivity, we 
have explored the reaction pathways for self-condensation of acetaldehyde (AcH) to crotonaldehyde (CrH) 
on ceria nano-octahedra (o-CeNPs), under ambient temperature and flow conditions using diffuse 
reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS), and modeled the reaction on CeO2(111) 
using DFT calculations.   

As opposed to a lack of C-C coupling activity in UHV,1 we find that CrH forms readily on o-CeNPs at 
ambient temperature under a flow of AcH.  All the major peaks detected in DRIFTS are assigned 
conclusively by comparison with simulated IR spectra to either AcH*, trans-CrH*, or a stable intermediate 
state, CH3CHOHCHCHO/VO.  The postulated mechanism on stoichiometric sites proceeds through the 
enolization of AcH and C-C coupling between the enolate and molecular AcH.  The C-C coupled 
intermediate transforms into 3-hydroxylbutanal with a barrier of 0.74 eV, which is further lowered if the 
key C-H scission step is accomplished by an OH group, instead of lattice oxygen.  Desorption of CrH is 
found to be rate-limiting.  The same mechanism can occur on a point surface oxygen vacancy (VO).  
However, the reaction flux is predicted to be trapped in the CH3CHOHCHCHO/VO state, and desorption of 
CrH from VO is much more hindered, so VO is not an active site at ambient temperature.  An analysis of the 
reaction kinetics suggests that, when the reaction is limited by product desorption, the reaction rate should 
be zero-order in AcH partial pressure if the surface is mostly occupied, or first-order if the overall reaction 
approaches equilibrium and the surface remains clean.  For this and similar reactions, therefore, ensuring 
facile product desorption, via either sufficient temperature or presence of a solvent phase, would be key to 
a workable catalyst based on ceria or similar oxides. 

 

(1) Chen, T. -L.; Mullins, D. R.; J. Phys. Chem. C. 115 (2011) 3385-3392; Zhao, C. et al.; J. Phys. Chem. 
C. 123 (2019) 8273-8286. 
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3. Modeling Electrochemical Interfaces and Ion Transport in Composite Electrodes 
Manav Bhati, Quan Anh Nguyen, Sibani Lisa Biswal, and Thomas P. Senftle* 
 
Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering, Rice University, Houston, TX 77005 
*tsenftle@rice.edu 
 

Investigating interfacial reactions and ion transport is a common practice in the electrocatalysis community 
and the same approaches are effective in the Li-ion battery community. High-capacity Silicon (Si) anodes 
in Li-ion batteries have suffered from the problem of poor cycling performance caused by the extreme 
volume and stress fluctuations that deteriorate the active Si material rapidly and result in catastrophic 
battery failure. Polymeric binders have proven to be highly effective in improving the extent of cycling of 
Si-anodes. There are few crucial properties that these binders should possess in order to improve Si-anode 
performance, such as strong interfacial adhesion, high mechanical flexibility, rapid Li-ion and electronic 
conduction, and chemical stability. In this work, we examine the interplay of these properties for three 
widely used binders for Si anodes: pyrolyzed polyacrylonitrile (PPAN), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and 
polyaniline (PANI). To understand the behavior of each binder, we apply our developed Si/C/H/N/Li 
ReaxFF reactive force field to examine the interfacial, mechanical, and ion transport properties of each 
binder, which is then compared to experimental measurements. We determine that PPAN is the most 
suitable binder, as it has the strongest interfacial adhesion to Si, is highly flexible and deformable, and also 
has high affinity and conduction for Li-ions. Our results agree well with the experimental results 
demonstrating the excellent cyclic performance of Si/PPAN electrodes. This investigation not only provides 
details to better evaluate essential binder properties but also reveals the structural features that are 
responsible for determining these properties. Such knowledge is highly beneficial in optimizing binder 
properties and engineering high-performance Si/binder composite anode materials for high-capacity Li-ion 
batteries. Methods developed in this work, to investigate interfacial and ion transport phenomena, are highly 
relevant to fuel cells and other electrocatalytic systems. 
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4. Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane over M1 Phase Catalysts: Autothermal or Cooled 
Tubular Reactor Design? 

Jiakang Chen, Praveen Bollini*, and Vemuri Balakotaiah* 
 
William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 
* ppbollini@uh.edu and Bala@uh.edu 

 

Ethylene is a platform chemical used in the production of polyethylene, ethylene dichloride and ethylene 
oxide. Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODHE) represents a potential alternative that is less capital 
and energy-intensive compared to steam cracking processes currently used to produce ethylene. Most 
current research is focused on developing new catalysts and interpreting catalytic function over 
heterogeneous catalysts that demonstrate high performance, an example of which are Mo-V-Te-Nb based 
bulk mixed metal oxides. Despite extensive catalysis-focused research, to date, there hasn’t been a single 
reactor design proposed that can be plausibly implemented on an industrial scale. In this work, we show 
that ODHE can be operated autothermally with ambient temperature feeds and no external heat input. 

An ODHE kinetic model developed using lab-scale kinetic data was used to compare autothermal and 
multitubular reactor designs. The results show that the autothermal reactor configuration is more favorable 
than the multi-tubular one for this highly exothermic reaction, and becomes even more so with increasing 
catalyst activity. The autothermal reactor designed as part of our study, unlike multitubular ones, takes 
advantage of multiple steady-states and falls close to the extinction point on the ignited branch. We also 
discuss, for the first time, a bifurcation analysis of an ODHE system based on ignition and extinction 
behavior discussed as a function of adiabatic temperature rise, catalyst activity, and oxygen reaction orders, 
thereby providing additional insights into strategies for successfully operating these processes on an 
industrial scale. 
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5. Advanced Emission Control for Natural Gas Vehicles with Platinum Group Metals and Tailored 
Oxygen Storage Materials  

Pak Wing Chen,1 Kyle Karinshak,1 Debtanu Maiti,1 Ru-Fen Liu,2 Lars C. Grabow1 and Michael P. Harold1,*  
1William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 
2CDTi Advanced Materials, Oxnard, CA 
*mpharold@central.uh.edu  
 

Natural gas vehicles (NGV) have garnered interest because they use inexpensive domestic fuel and produce 
less CO2 emissions compared to gasoline or diesel vehicles. For stoichiometric NGV emission control, a 
four-way catalyst containing platinum group metal (PGM) and spinel promises to simultaneously convert 
CH4, CO, NOx and other hydrocarbons. Spinel oxides have been reported to be excellent oxygen storage 
materials and can reduce the required PGM loading.1 In this study, the impact of Mn0.5Fe2.5O4 spinel on 
CH4 conversion over PGM catalyst was investigated using flow reactor experiments and dynamic oxygen 
storage capacity (DOSC) measurements. In addition, several new spinel materials were identified based on 
the formation energy of oxygen vacancies using density functional theory (DFT) calculations and 
subsequently evaluated. 

Dual-layer PGM+spinel (30/100/25) and PGM-only (30/100) monolith catalysts [30 g PGM/ft3 monolith, 
100 g spinel (25 wt.% on Al2O3)/L or 100 g Al2O3/L monolith] and powder samples [25 wt.% 
Mn0.5Fe2.5O4/Al2O3, 1 wt.% PGM/Al2O3] were provided by CDTi Inc. for flow experiments and DOSC 
measurements. Flow experiment results show that the combination of spinel addition and lean/rich feed 
modulation allows for a lower methane conversion temperature.2 The beneficial impact of spinel on CH4 
oxidation is mainly attributed to the high DOSC of the spinel component. Compared to the current 
PGM+spinel catalyst, the catalysts with the new spinel formulations identified based on the DFT screening 
study were able to achieve enhanced CH4 conversion at lower temperature.  

Our study provides fundamental and practical insight into the function of spinel on CH4 conversion over 
PGM catalyst, which paves the path for optimizing catalyst formulation and operation of NGV emission 
control. 

(1) Golden, S.; Nazarpoor, Z.; Launois, M.; Liu, R-F.; Maram, P.; Society of Automotive Engineering. 
(2016) SAE 2016-01-0933 

(2) Kang, S. B.; Karinshak, K.; Chen, P. W.; Golden, S.; Harold, M. P.; Catalysis Today. 360 (2021) 284-
293 
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6. Mechanistic insight into the photo-oxidation of perfluorocarboxylic acid over hexagonal boron 
nitride 

Yu Chen,a Manav Bhati, a Ben Walls,a Bo Wang,a Michael S. Wong,a and Thomas P. Senftlea,* 

a Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Rice University, 6100 Main Street, Houston, 
TX 77005-1892, USA 

* tsenftle@rice.edu  

Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) has received a lot of public concern as one of the major contaminants in 
drinking water. PFOA threatens human health and it has been reported to be persistent in the environment 
and bioaccumulative. Therefore, it is critical to find effective ways to degrade PFOA to harmless 
substances. PFAS treatment through photocatalytic decomposition has emerged as an efficient strategy for 
eliminating PFAS because it can utilize light as a sustainable and economical energy source and requires 
relatively mild reaction conditions. Working with collaborators, we recently reported that hexagonal boron 
nitride (h-BN) can efficiently degrade perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) using UVC light, with h-BN 
outperforming state-of-the-art TiO2 P25 catalysts under the same conditions.1 Scavenger experiments 
demonstrate that photo-generated holes are essential to the degradation process, yet the elementary steps of 
the PFOA oxidation mechanism are not clear. In this work, we apply density functional theory (DFT) in a 
grand canonical (GC) formalism to evaluate the thermodynamic and kinetic favorability of proposed photo-
oxidative reaction steps in the PFOA degradation cycle over illuminated h-BN. We found that the computed 
valance band position of h-BN lies below the oxidation potential of deprotonated PFOA, which 
demonstrates that photo-generated holes on h-BN are sufficiently oxidizing to activate PFOA. Kinetic 
barriers computed with the GC-DFT formalism also demonstrate the kinetic favorability of the oxidation 
reaction. The ability of h-BN to degrade PFOA photo-catalytically has previously been unreported and is 
unexpected because its bandgap is too-large for UVC light absorption. Thus, in this work, we also 
investigated the role of h-BN defects and find that several stable substitutional defects can generate mid-
gap states that promote the absorption of UVC light. While promoting UVC absorption, these defects do 
not affect the valance band position of h-BN and thus do not interfere with the oxidation of PFOA. By 
comparing the effect of introducing different kinds of defects, we found that the NB defects help with UVC 
light absorption and charge carrier separation, and thus enhance the photocatalytic performance of h-BN. 
Therefore, introducing more NB defects is a good way to engineer the h-BN surface. Our work sets the 
theoretical basis for the design of better photo-catalysts for the disposal of PFOA from water. 

 

(1)  Duan, L. et al. Efficient Photocatalytic PFOA Degradation over Boron Nitride. Environ. Sci. 
Technol. Lett. 2020, 7 (8), 613–619. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.estlett.0c00434. 
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7. Finned Two- and Three-Dimensional Zeolites: A New Class of Hierarchical Catalysts 
Heng Dai1, Yufeng Shen1, Taimin Yang2, Choongsze Lee3, Wen Liu4, Donglong Fu5, Ankur Agarwarl1, 
Thuy T. Le1, Michael Tsapatsis3,6, Jeremy C. Palmer1, Xiujie Li4, Bert M. Weckhuysen5, Paul J. 
Dauenhauer3, Xiaodong Zou2, Jeffrey D. Rimer1, * 
1 Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 4726 Calhoun Rd., Houston, TX 77204 
2 Materials and Environmental Chemistry, Stockholm University, SE-106 91, Stockholm, Sweden  

3 Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of Minnesota, Amundson Hall, 421 Washington 
Avenue SE, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
4 Dalian Institute of Chemical Physics, Dalian, 116000, China 
5 Inorganic Chemistry and Catalysis Group, Debye Institute for Nanomaterials Science, Utrecht University, 
Universiteitsweg 99, 3584 CG Utrecht, the Netherlands 
6 Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218 
 

Confined channels and cages of zeolites have been widely used as shape-selective heterogeneous catalysts 
in the (petro)chemical industry. A common objective in the design of zeolite crystals is to overcome the 
inherent mass transport limitations of micropores. The advent of two-dimensional1 or self-pillared zeolites2 
exhibit superior catalytic performance to conventional zeolites. In this poster, we will describe an 
alternative approach to reduce the internal diffusion limitations of zeolites via the introduction of fin-like 
protrusions on zeolite surfaces by secondary growth. We will discuss the synthesis of multiple frameworks 
with nano-sized fins (size α) which exhibit an identical crystallographic registry with the interior crystal 
(size β) and show their superior catalytic performance relative to conventional analogues.3  

This new class of mass transport enhanced zeolites were synthesized by secondary growth using finely-
tuned compositions that allow for the epitaxial growth of fins on the surface of seed crystals. Here, we will 
discuss examples of several finned zeolites with disparate 2- and 3-dimensional pore networks to 
demonstrate the broader applicability of this approach. As proof of concept, we also apply this technique 
to commercial zeolite samples wherein we show that finned analogues improve catalyst lifetime, activity, 
and selectivity. This work combines novel synthesis and catalyst testing (e.g. methanol to hydrocarbon and 
1-butene isomerization reactions) with state-of-the-art characterization using techniques such as high-
resolution electron tomography, operando spectroscopy, novel acid titration methods, and molecular 
modeling to correlate structural features of finned zeolite catalysts with their diffusion properties and 
enhanced catalyst performance. 

 

(1) Choi, M., et al. Nature 461 (2009) 246-249. 
(2) Zhang, X., et al. Science 336 (2012) 1684-1687. 
(3) Dai, H., et al. Nat. Mater. 19 (2020) 1074-1080. 
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8. Role of Metal Speciation on Product Selectivity in the Partial Oxidation of Methane over Metal-

Organic Framework MIL-100 
Jacklyn N. Hall, and Praveen Bollini*  

William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 77004 

* ppbollini@uh.edu (Praveen Bollini) 

Metal-organic frameworks are a class of crystalline materials with extended porous structures that have the 
potential to overcome existing limitations of biomimetic catalysts due to their well-defined structures and 
endowment with metal nodes uniform in nuclearity and oxidation state. Specifically, MIL-100 (MIL = 
Materials of Institut Lavoisier)1 is a framework which has attracted recent attention as a catalyst for the 
partial oxidation of light alkanes.2 Coordinatively unsaturated or open-metal sites can be formed through 
thermal activation protocols, leading to the formation of a M3+

2M2+O mixed-valence trimer node in the fully 
activated material.3 Results of the oxidation of CH4 with N2O over Fe-containing MIL-100 revealed the 
selective formation of surface-bound methoxy intermediates in a quantity equivalent to the maximum 
theoretical density of Fe2+ sites in the material (0.33 mol (mol Fe)-1). Exposure to water vapor after reaction 
led to the evolution of CH3OH into the gas phase. Fe2+ site densities enumerated through NO equilibrium 
adsorption measurements approximated the CH3OH yield as a function of activation temperature and 
selective in-situ titration of Fe2+ sites with NO confirmed their sole contribution to CH3OH formation. 
Minor quantities of CO2 formed during reaction were unaffected by NO co-feeds, however, increasing 
amounts of H2O added to the reactant flow led to a linear decrease in the CO2 yield. CO2 formation was 
fully suppressed at a quantity of 0.62 mol H2O (mol Fe)-1 adsorbed, suggesting the contributions of Fe3+ 
sites which exist in a concentration of 0.66 mol (mol Fe)-1 and remain untitrated by NO under the tested 
conditions. Extension to the Cr-analogue of MIL-100 revealed the selective formation of acetaldehyde 
when water is fed after the reaction of CH4 and N2O, demonstrating the increased propensity for secondary 
reaction between gas-phase methanol and surface-bound methoxys in this material. Furthermore, this study 
demonstrates the capability to identify clear relationships between metal speciation and product selectivity 
in MIL-100 materials for the partial oxidation of CH4, underlying the utility of exploring classes of materials 
hosting sites in well-defined coordination environments for the purposes of relating active site structure and 
catalytic function. 

(1) Férey, G. et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 43 (2004) 6296-6301 
(2) Hall, J. N.; Bollini, P.; Chem. Eur. J. 26 (2020) 16639-16643. 
(3) Yoon, J. W. et al. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 49 (2010) 5949-5952 
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9. Mechanistic insights into C1-C3 alcohol dehydration reactions over well-defined nodes on MIL-
100(Cr) 

Mengying Li, Jacklyn Hall, Praveen Bollini*  

William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX, 77204 

* ppbollin@central.uh.edu  

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have received extensive attention as promising heterogeneous catalysts 
due to their well-defined structures compared to other metal oxide materials. More specifically, MIL-
100(Cr) (MIL = Materials of Institut Lavoisier), a type of chromium-based MOF material with multinuclear 
nodes that carry metals in highly well-defined coordination environments, offers a unique opportunity to 
develop an improved understanding in structure – property relationships in heterogeneously – catalyzed 
reactions. In this work, we used C1 – C3 alcohol dehydration as probe reactions to study active site 
requirements, mechanisms, and reaction kinetics pertaining to oxo-centered trimeric Cr nodes.  

In-situ titrations involving pyridine and 2, 6 di-tert butyl pyridine were employed to quantify active sites as 
well as to identify their nature (Lewis vs. Brønsted) under reaction conditions. We illustrate that all three 
reactions are Brønsted acid-catalyzed, and titrants with small kinetic diameter probe the entirety of catalytic 
activity. We propose, for the first time, that water- methanol dimers are key inhibitory species in MIL-
100(Cr) mediated methanol dehydration that proceeds through associative routes. The titration and kinetic 
data in this study allow for a characterization of active site speciation and reaction mechanisms over MIL-
100 catalysts, as well as provide guidance on MOF catalyst design and strategies for tuning them for 
advanced catalytic applications. 
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10. Multivalent Cations Function as Accelerants and Structure-directing Agents of Zeolite 
Crystallization 

Yu Liang1, Allan J. Jacobson1, and Jeffrey D. Rimer* 1,2 

 
1Department of Chemistry, and Texas Center for Superconductivity, University of Houston, Houston, TX 
77204  
2William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 77204  
* jrimer@central.uh.edu  
 

Zeolites are nanoporous aluminosilicates widely used as commercial adsorbents, heterogeneous catalysts, 
and ion-exchange materials due to their unique porosity, acidity, and (hydro)thermal stability. There are 
currently over 245 known zeolite framework types, and the vast majority of these structures are prepared 
synthetically under hydrothermal conditions in alkaline media, and often in the presence of an organic 
structure-directing agent (OSDA) that directs the assembly of diverse porous networks. Due to economic 
and environmental disadvantages of OSDAs, it is often more desirable to synthesize zeolites in the absence 
of organics; however, less than 15% of zeolite structures have been reportedly synthesized in OSDA-free 
media. Among these cases, alkali metals are most commonly employed as inorganic structure-directing 
agents. Many zeolites derived solely from alkali metals are usually prepared under moderate conditions 
using temperatures less than 100 °C and synthesis times on the order of hours.[1] One notable exception is 
zeolite chabazite (CHA framework), which is prepared from potassium ions and requires atypically long 
crystallization times on the order of weeks. Shortened synthesis times require alternative approaches, such 
as the use of zeolite crystal seeds. In this presentation, we will summarize our studies of zeolite synthesis 
where alkali metals are partially replaced by multivalent ions. Examples include chabazite synthesis from 
growth solutions prepared with potassium and small quantities of strontium. Our findings reveal that these 
conditions yield fully crystalline chabazite within hours without the need for either organics or crystal 
seeds.[2] Similar studies of strontium inclusion in seed-assisted syntheses also reveal shorter crystallization 
times. Notably, we show that strontium has a pronounced impact on the kinetics of chabazite formation, 
leading to 14- and 3-fold reductions in crystallization time compared to pure potassium syntheses in the 
absence and presence of crystal seeds, respectively. Using a combination of 29Si and 27Al MAS NMR 
spectroscopy, we also show that strontium functions as a structure-directing agent based on its ability to 
alter Q4(nAl)29Si speciation, thereby redistributing tetrahedral Al sites in the framework. Given the 
widespread application of chabazite in adsorption and separation processes, designing facile and efficient 
synthesis approaches with concomitant control of physicochemical properties is commercially relevant. 
Details of these studies along with other analyses of multivalent/alkali metal combinations will be discussed 
in this presentation.  

 

(1) Oleksiak, M.D. and Rimer, J.D., Rev. Chem. Eng. 30 (2014) 1-49  

(2) Liang, Y., Jacobson, A.J., Rimer, J.D., ACS Mater. Lett. 3 (2021) 187-192  
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11. Deriving Physical Descriptors for Metal-Support Interactions in Catalysis 
Chun-Yen Liua, Shijia Zhangc, Daniel Martineza, Meng Lib, * and Thomas P. Senftlea, * 
a Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and b Department of Statistics, Rice University, 
Houston, TX 77005 (U.S.A.) 
c Department of Computer Science and Engineering, School of Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802 (U.S.A.) 
* meng@rice.edu 

* tsenftle@rice.edu 

 

Supported transition metals on oxides are used as heterogeneous catalysts in the chemical industry. The 
interaction between metal clusters and oxide supports, i.e., the metal binding strength, controls catalyst 
stability and reactivity. Thus, descriptor that can capture complex electronic interactions between these 
constituents are of high value for catalyst design efforts. Here, we used statistical learning (SL) strategies, 
i.e., feature engineering (FE) and feature selection (FS), and density functional theory (DFT) to derive 
effective descriptors for predicting metal binding energies on MgO(100) surfaces that are modified with 
adsorbates and dopants. These surface modifications lead to electron-rich and electron-poor surfaces that 
alter the electronic interaction between the metal and the oxide surface. We used three FS methods, i.e., 
LASSO, Horseshoe prior, and Dirichlet-Laplace prior, to derive descriptors that capture the variations in 
binding energy induced by these modifications. We found that Dirichlet-Laplace prior can derive the most 
accurate models, i.e. ~0.2 eV in root mean square error (RMSE). The deficiency of the other methods are 
shown by statistical simulation, which indicates that LASSO suffers from a high rate of false positives, 
while Horseshoe prior suffers from a high rate of false negatives. Finally, we further apply the selected 
descriptors using MgO data to similar oxides, such as CaO, BaO, and ZnO. This yields a similar magnitude 
of RMSE, which implies that these features are transferable within the family of non-reducible oxides.  
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12. Controlling Formic Acid Decomposition Through Alloy and Ensemble Effects on PdCu 

Catalysts 
Yu Liu, Saurabh Bhandari, Manos Mavrikakis, Kostas Goulas, and Lars C. Grabow* 
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Formic acid (FA) is a promising hydrogen carrier, because it can be formed through CO2 hydrogenation 
and subsequently release hydrogen under moderate conditions. To effectively use FA as hydrogen carrier, 
however, a catalyst with high selectivity to CO2 and H2 is needed. The periodic table contains just over 10 
transition metals that have practical uses as supported metal catalysts. With very few exceptions, these pure 
metals rarely provide active sites with both high activity and selectivity towards the desired product, but 
designer alloys can often circumvent these limitations.  

For FA decomposition, Pd is known for its activity but lacks selectivity and is easily poisoned by the by-
product CO. Cu, on the other hand, exhibits good selectivity but with much lower turnover frequencies 
(TOFs). Using density functional theory and microkinetic modeling, we show that the selectivity of Cu can 
be combined with the activity of Pd over dilute PdCu alloys. An upshift of Cu’s d-band center upon alloying 
greatly increases the reactivity of Cu , without compromising its selectivity.1 Isolated and unselective Pd 
sites at low Pd/Cu ratio can be fully poisoned by trace amount of CO, without negatively affecting 
surrounding Cu sites. Increasing the Pd content, however, causes the formation of larger Pd ensembles, 
which cannot be passivated by CO and provide active sites for unselective reaction pathways. Our results 
and their interpretation are consistent with TPD, TEM, and EXAFS characterization, and reaction studies. 

Our detailed structure-function relationship for FA decomposition over PdCu alloy catalysts suggest that 
by carefully balancing alloy (electronic) and ensemble (geometric) effects it may be possible to rationally 
design metal alloy catalysts with exceptional activity and selectivity. 

 

(1) Bathena, T.; Phung, T.; Svadlenak, S.; Liu Y.; Grabow, L.;Goulas, K. A. ChemRxiv. Preprint. 
https://doi.org/10.26434/chemrxiv.12950336.v2 
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13. Hydrogen Adsorption at the Metal Support Interface of Au/TiO2 
Akbar Mahdavi-Shakib, Lauren C. Rich, Nathan R. Blanco, Bert D. Chandler* 
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Au/TiO2 catalysts show excellent selectivity in partial hydrogenation reactions such as alkyne semi-
hydrogenation, but their activities are relatively low.1 Catalyst design targeted toward improving activity 
while maintaining the high selectivity of Au/TiO2 catalysts requires understanding the nature of the active 
sites and understanding the key factors that affect fundamental kinetic parameters. We have recently shown 
that FTIR studies of H2 adsorption on Au/TiO2 provide valuable information about the H2 activation 
process.2 Upon heterolytic dissociation of H2, electrons are added to the conduction band of TiO2, 
generating a broad background absorbance (BBA) in FTIR spectra. The BBA feature can be used for 
quantitative analysis after calibration against volumetric H2 adsorption data (e.g. chemisorption). In 
addition, we have identified the spectroscopic signature of the H2 adsorption sites at the metal support 
interface (MSI).  Protons transferred to the MSI TiOH groups appear as an electronically distinct water-like 
species (WLS).3 Here, by quantifying the number of H atoms required to saturate the MSI sites, we show a 
1:1 relationship between the number of H adsorption sites and the number of perimeter Au atoms. This is 
consistent with D2 adsorption experiments where H/D scrambling of the water molecules and surface 
hydroxyl groups does not start until the number of adsorbed D atoms exceeds the number of perimeter Au 
atoms. The measured rates using the BBA feature as well as the correlation between the spectroscopic 
signature of the WLS and the number of active sites allow direct extraction of rate constants for H2 
adsorption on the catalysts. These rates and rate constants, which were not previously accessible 
experimentally, show H2 adsorption on Au/TiO2 is surprisingly fast and not rate limiting in hydrogenation 
catalysis.  Rather, the slow nature of Au/TiO2 catalyzed hydrogenations is due to the exceptionally low 
hydrogen coverage on Au.   

 

(1) Bruno, J. E. et al., ACS Catalysis, 2020, 10, 2565-2580 
(2) Mahdavi-Shakib, A. et al., Angewandte Chemie International Edition, 2021, 60, 7735-7743 
(3) Kumar, K. B. S. et al., Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2020, 142, 5760-5772 
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14. C-H Bond Activation on Nickel Oxide: A Density Functional Theory Study 
Qianyu Ning,1,2 Xiaohui Zhao,1 Praveen Bollini1 and Lars C. Grabow1,2*  
1 William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,  
University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77204, United States 
2 Texas Center for Superconductivity (TcSUH), University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77204, United 
States 
* grabow@uh.edu 

Methane and ethane are the main components of natural gas. Direct upgrading of these small alkanes to 
higher valued products such as alkenes and alcohols is desired but the difficulty of direct upgrading of 
alkanes lies in activating their strong C-H bond. Our goal is to design catalysts that can activate alkanes at 
moderate temperatures, thus lowering the processes’ energy requirements. 

Ethane oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH), an exothermic reaction, is a promising alternative for ethylene 
production comparing with steam cracking of naphtha or ethane, which are highly endothermic. Challenges 
of this process are: 1) the activation of the strong C-H bond, and 2) the prevention of total oxidation leading 
to the loss of ethylene selectivity. 

We have performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations to study the mechanism and active site of 
ethane ODH on NiO(100). Under typical reaction conditions, a thermodynamic surface diagram indicates 
that the surface is stoichiometrically terminated. To investigate possible active sites, we also considered 
various surface defects, such as oxygen and Ni vacancies, or oxygen adatoms. Results show that ethane is 
more easily activated on an O-enriched surface, such as NiO(100) with a Ni vacancy or oxygen adatom. 
Upon cofeeding CO2, DRIFTS experiments show vibrational features that are consistent with calculated 
values for surface carbonate species formed by reaction of CO2 with oxygen adatoms. Concomitantly, 
reaction kinetics measurements show a decrease in ethylene formation rate. DFT calculations provide no 
evidence that carbonate formation hinders the C-H bond scission activity of the catalyst. On the contrary, 
carbonate assisted C-H bond activation is predicted to be facile and this activation pathway has been 
successfully exploited for the electrocatalytic oxidation of methane to methanol using a carbonate fuel cell.1 

If carbonate indeed improves C-H bond scission activity on NiO(100), then the detrimental effect of CO2 
cofeed on ethane ODH must have a different origin. Detailed investigations are ongoing, but preliminary 
data point to O2 activation on oxygen vacancy sites as potentially negatively impacted by CO2. When 
carbonate is used electrochemically to supply oxygen, O2 activation is not required. We also show that 
careful tuning of the applied potential can significantly enhance methane conversion rates, particularly 
when using oscillating potentials. Overall, our results for C-H bond activation in methane and ethane over 
NiO(100) provide valuable insight into the nature of active sites and the role of carbonate in ethane ODH 
and methane electrooxidation. 

(1) Spinner, N., & Mustain, W. E. (2013). Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 160(11), F1275-F1281. 
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Para-xylene is one of the most important aromatic compounds used in the synthesis of various fine 
chemicals. Toluene alkylation with methanol (TAM) catalyzed by zeolites is an emerging and commercially 
attractive route to produce p-xylene; however, this process often suffers from low catalyst stability and 
requires the use of diluents (hydrogen and/or water), low space velocity, and high toluene-to-methanol 
ratios, which collectively results in low p-xylene yield. Here, we present a study of the catalytic properties 
of MWW-type zeolite catalyst for TAM under high pressure conditions (4.2 MPa). 

Our findings reveal that under high pressure conditions without any diluents, MCM-22 shows exceptional 
catalyst lifetime with the highest p-xylene yield reported to date. The increase in operating pressure 
suppresses the side-reactions such as methanol-to-hydrocarbons and multiple alkylation of aromatic rings, 
resulting in significant catalyst lifetime improvement. To understand the catalytic behavior of MWW 
catalyst, we have deconvoluted the structure-function relationship for different topological features 
(supercages, sinusoidal channels, and external surface pockets), as they can have profound impact on the 
catalytic performance. 

In this poster, we will discuss the role of these features for TAM reactions over MCM-22, based on a 
combination of catalyst testing, density functional theory (DFT) calculations, and molecular dynamic 
simulations. Our findings suggest that active sites in external surface pockets of MCM-22 are unselective 
and their deactivation is necessary to achieve high p-xylene selectivity. We also show that the nature of 
coke species in supercages greatly influences catalyst performance through a unique pathway that is 
referred to as spatiotemporal coke coupling. Overall, this study identifies effective zeolite catalysts for p-
xylene production as well as the new insights into the role of coking. 
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16. Transient Microkinetic Modeling Software to Simulate NOx Trapping in Pd-exchanged SSZ-13 
Passive NOx Adsorbers (PNAs): Evidence of Monovalent ZPdI Sites 

Bhuiyan Md. Mushfikur Rahman, Mugdha Ambast, Michael P. Harold, and Lars C. Grabow* 
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Lean-burn designs of higher fuel-efficient diesel engines have resulted in exhaust emissions at considerably 
lower temperatures. However, leading emission control technologies available to abate NOx, CO and 
hydrocarbon (HC) emission levels function at temperatures typically above 473 K. Pd-exchanged SSZ-13 
with CHA framework has shown great promise in trapping NOx at temperatures below 423 K and releasing 
them above 473 K. With the help of density functional theory (DFT) simulations combined with 
microkinetic modeling of simulated temperature programmed desorption (TPD), we have investigated the 
nature of relevant active sites. 

Under low SAR, high Pd loading and fairly dry conditions, Z2PdII are the majority sites whereas dimeric 
hydroxylated Z2(PdIIOH)2 are minorities. Though the monovalent ZPdI sites bind NO the strongest, they are 
not as stable as the hydroxylated PdII sites or Z2PdII sites, suggesting that ZPdI may dynamically form in 
response to temperature or feed changes. Using DFT simulations, we calculated the energetics of several 
competing mechanisms for the reduction of PdII to monovalent PdI, involving monomeric PdII in Z2PdII 

getting reduced to PdI and dimeric hydroxylated PdII to dimeric monovalent PdI involving the reductants 
NO and CO, hydroxylated NOOH and COOH species, and the bridging site Z2(PdII-O-PdII). We simulated 
a TPD experiment with a comprehensive microkinetic model including possible reoxidation pathways of 
dimeric monovalent PdI to PdII under fairly dry conditions. This enabled us to identify dominant species 
and mechanisms under different temperature ranges. Our results indicate that monovalent PdI sites exist 
primarily as the dimeric site due to the high NO binding energy on PdI despite the highly oxidative 
environment under PNA conditions, whereas the monomeric site is mostly PdII. Our detailed mechanistic 
insight into the elementary steps describing the dynamic changes of active sites during NO trapping and 
NO2 production suggests that the relative stability of reduced, oxidized and hydrated/hydroxylated cationic 
sites is paramount. 
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17. Catalytic hydroboration of carboxamides and esters using lanthanum polyoxometalate catalyst  
 

Adineh Rezaei Bazkiaei, Sem Raj Tamang, Arpita Singh, Deepika Bedi, and Michael Findlater* 
Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409 
*michael.findlater@ttu.edu 
 

In this presentation, we will discuss an operationally facile and efficient hydroboration of unsaturated 
species such as amides and esters to afford the corresponding amines and alcohols using lanthanum catalysts 
in the presence of HBpin. Lanthanide polyoxometalates (POMs) are generated upon heating commercial 
sources of Ln(acac)3 (La, Y, Gd, Eu, and Er) salts. The POMs contain a polynuclear tetrahedral La4(µ4-O) 
core, as confirmed by X-ray crystallography and elemental analysis. We applied these POMs as catalysts 
in the hydroboration of amides and esters. The results of our catalytic and (preliminary) mechanistic studies 
will be presented.  
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18. Understanding H2 Adsorption Kinetics through FTIR Spectroscopy 
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H2 dissociation on Au/TiO2 catalysts is difficult to quantify because the interaction is weak and reversible. 
Although H2 is IR inactive, we used spectral features generated by H2 dissociation on the catalyst to study 
H2 adsorption. We identified water-like vibrational features that we contribute to proton migration to Ti-
OH sites at the metal-support interface1. The intensity of these bands correlate directly to the Au perimeter 
site density. This correlation confirms that the active sites lie at the metal-support interface. FTIR studies 
show a shift in the background absorbance during H2 adsorption that is a direct result of electron transfer 
into the conduction band of the support2. Here, we used this broad band absorbance (BBA) to quantify the 
activation energy and reaction order of H2 adsorption onto Au/TiO2 catalysts. We found that these kinetic 
values remain the same on catalysts, suggesting a similar H2 adsorption mechanism on all Au/TiO2 catalysts 
regardless Au loading and particle size.  

 

(1) Kumar et al. JACS, 2020, 142, 5760-5772 
(2)  Mahdavi-Shakib et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2021, 60, 7735-7743 
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Designing zeolites with reduced diffusion limitations is critical to improving catalyst activity and stability 
in commercial applications such as methanol to hydrocarbon (MTH) reactions. Hierarchical and nano- sized 
zeolites have been explored in this regard, but preparation of such materials requires complex organics 
and/or non-trivial synthesis techniques that have been demonstrated for relatively few framework types. 
Here we will present an alternate approach to achieve pseudo-nano-sized zeolites via the growth of small 
protrusions (or “fins”) on the external surfaces of zeolite seeds. We have prepared finned zeolites for 
multiple structures, such as ZSM-5 and ZSM-11 [1], and demonstrated their enhanced mass-transport 
properties relative to conventional materials. Notably, we have shown that finned ZSM- 11 and ZSM-5 
have superior performance in the MTH reaction with respect to catalyst lifetime and total turnovers. Here 
we will show how finned zeolites with tailored properties (e.g. Si/Al ratio) impact catalyst performance 
relative to a broader set of well-known hierarchical materials, which include self-pillared pentasils [2], ultra-
small crystallites (i.e. 3Dom) [3], and two-dimensional nanosheets [4].  

A second class of materials that will be discussed are zeolites with elemental zoning wherein a thin siliceous 
shell is epitaxially grown on the external surfaces of zeolite (seed) crystals [5]. These core-shell 
configurations have been extensively studied for zeolite ZSM-5 where it has been shown that the 
incorporation of a siliceous shell via facile secondary growth enhances mass transport, leading to MTH 
catalysts with markedly enhanced lifetime. In these studies, it has been difficult to deconvolute the effects 
of mass transfer and surface passivation on catalyst performance; therefore, in this presentation we will 
summarize our recent studies of ZSM-11@silicalite-2 coreshells prepared with different shell thicknesses. 

We will also compare these materials against the performance the reverse coreshell configuration, silicalite-
2@ZSM-11. This “eggshell” zeolite is a pseudo nanosheet of small thickness (< 15 nm) wherein the active 
zeolite shell layer is epitaxially grown over the siliceous (passive) shell. Preliminary studies of silicalite-
1@ZSM-5 have revealed a five-fold increase in catalyst lifetime, a five-fold increase in turnover number, 
and a product selectivity that differs from both homogeneous and traditional coreshell analogues. 

(1) Dai, Heng, et al. "Finned zeolite catalysts." Nature Materials 19.10 (2020): 1074-1080. 
(2) Zhang, Xueyi, et al. "Synthesis of self-pillared zeolite nanosheets by repetitive 

branching." Science 336.6089 (2012): 1684-1687. 
(3) Chen, Huiyong, et al. "Hydrothermal synthesis of zeolites with three-dimensionally ordered 

mesoporous-imprinted structure." Journal of the American Chemical Society 133.32 (2011): 12390-
12393. 

(4) Choi, Minkee, et al. "Stable single-unit-cell nanosheets of zeolite MFI as active and long-lived 
catalysts." Nature 461.7261 (2009): 246-249. 

(5) Ghorbanpour, Arian, et al. "Epitaxial growth of ZSM-5@ Silicalite-1: A core–shell zeolite designed 
with passivated surface acidity." ACS nano 9.4 (2015): 4006-4016. 
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Palladium exchanged zeolites have been extensively studied as passive NOx adsorbers (PNA) to store NOx 
at low temperature and release it at higher temperature to a downstream selective catalytic reduction (SCR) 
catalyst which converts NOx to N2. PNA occurs with complex exhaust feed compositions and the observed 
NOx uptake is a strong function of the reaction conditions and Pd speciation1. Notably, the presence of water 
leads to solvated and mobile Pd complexes that behave drastically different from the cationic species 
anchored to the zeolite framework under dry conditions2. As secondary function Pd-zeolites also catalyze 
the oxidation of NO to NO2. 

Herein, we use periodic, van der Waals corrected density functional theory (DFT) to propose a complete 
reaction mechanism for NO storage and oxidation on dynamically hydrated isolated Pd within chabazite 
(CHA) zeolite. We report the effect of water solvation on binding preference of adsorbates on various 
monomeric Pd active sites, and find that NO preferentially binds to the [Pd(H2O)4]2+ site and facilitates the 
activation of one of the water molecules coordinated to Pd. The water activation step results in the formation 
of the key intermediate HONO, which subsequently disproportionates to NO, NO2, and H2O. In the process 
of HONO formation Bader charge analysis indicates a reduction of Pd, which serves as a storage site for 
NO. NO desorption at high temperature requires re-oxidation of Pd using either NO2 or O2 as oxidant. 

Our proposed mechanism predicts the role of water in oxidizing NO at low temperature and is consistent 
with experiments resulting in low temperature NO2 formation even without oxygen. Our findings suggest 
that the presence of water plays a major role in active site transformation, thus, opening up an interesting 
avenue for catalyst performance improvement. 

(1) Gupta, A. et al.; Catalysis Today 360 (2021) 411-425 
(2) Mandal, K., et al.; ACS Catalysis 10 (2020) 12801-12818  
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In several catalytic and absorption processes of industrial relevance, the crystal morphology and surface 
terminations of metal oxides play an important role; however, controlling these surface properties and 
studying their different behaviors in order to rationally optimize catalyst performance is not always feasible. 
In this presentation, we will discuss methods of preparing rock-salt metal oxides like MgO,1 NiO,2 and their 
solid solutions, (Mg,Ni)O,3 by molten salt synthesis (MSS), Our findings reveal that MSS enables a high 
level of morphological control by altering the pathways of metal oxide crystallization. We will show that 
polar MgO(111) can be prepared using either alkali nitrates or chlorides.1 For NiO, the morphological 
diversity is much wider, including NiO octahedra and trapezohedra exposing NiO(311) and (611) facets in 
alkali chlorides. These high-index facets have not been previously reported for this material.2 Our findings 
also reveal that NiO(311) trapezohedral particles grow through a nonclassical crystallization pathway, and 
are stable under steaming and retain catalytic activity in oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane over long 
time on stream, indicating high morphological stability at reaction conditions without evidence of 
sintering.2 We will show that the judicious selection of alkali nitrates allows for the synthesis of NiO cubes, 
cuboctahedra, and octahedra. Moreover, we have discovered that the formation of (Mg,Ni)O solid solutions 
is distinctively favored in alkali chlorides whereas in nitrates segregation of the oxides takes place.3 The 
crystallization process in chlorides is mediated by the formation of molten phases comprised of K3NaMCl6 
(M=Mg, Ni) from which solid metal oxides form. Collectively, our findings reveal that diverse 
morphologies can be achieved through crystal engineering, thus allowing for the establishment of structure-
performance relationships in a wide range of industrial catalytic processes. 

 

 
(1) M. D. Susman, H. N. Pham, A. K. Datye, S. Chinta, J. D. Rimer; Chem. Mater. 30 (2018), 2641-2650  
(2) M. D. Susman, et al.; Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 59 (2020), 15119‒15123  
(3) M. D. Susman, S. Chinta, J. D. Rimer; Chem. Mater. (2021), DOI: 10.1021/acs.chemmater.0c04837 
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The widespread adoption of water electrolysis using renewable energy for the sustainable production of H2 
is partially hindered by the scarcity and high price of Pt, the catalyst of choice for the hydrogen evolution 
reaction (HER). The high catalytic activity of Pt for HER has been attributed to its optimal binding strength 
of hydrogen. The empirical correlation between the metal-hydrogen binding strength and HER activity was 
first reported by Trasatti in 1972 and later popularized by Nørskov et al by providing a theoretical basis 
within the framework of the volcano curve.  

Despite its widespread adoption, however, the optimal activity requirement of ΔG=0 has shortcomings. 
Zero coverage values are often unrealistic and attempts to estimate ΔG near saturation coverage are futile, 
because thermodynamics dictate ΔG=0 at equilibrium. We observed that the two H* atoms involved in the 
Tafel step on equilibrated surfaces typically bind in two different types of sites, e.g. top and fcc on fcc(111) 
surfaces. When using the binding energy difference (ΔΔG) between the weaker and stronger binding sites 
as descriptor instead, we show that it linearly correlates with Ea for pure transition metals, near surface and 
some single atom alloys (SAA). Notably, we identified several deviating SAAs which have significantly 
lower Ea than expected and could be interesting candidates for further investigations. 

Overall, the kinetics of the Tafel step are more rigorously captured by ΔΔG as alternative descriptor, as it 
conforms to thermodynamic principles and removes ambiguity in choosing surface coverages for DFT 
calculations. 
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Catalytic propane dehydrogenation (PDH) has emerged as an important strategy for meeting the increasing 
demand for propylene caused by the shale gas revolution. The activity of Fe3C toward PDH has been 
demonstrated in the literature, yet the underlying mechanism is largely unknown.1 In this work,2 we used 
density functional theory (DFT) to better understand why the PDH reaction is highly selective on Fe3C 
surfaces. The stability of various Fe3C surface terminations were identified as a function of the reaction 
environment using ab initio thermodynamics. These phases then serve as our surface models for 
investigating kinetic barriers during the PDH reaction, where the climbing nudged elastic band (cNEB) 
method was used to obtain the kinetic barriers of each reaction step. By comparing the propylene desorption 
barrier with the barrier for further dehydrogenation, we find that carbon-rich surfaces show much higher 
selectivity compared to iron-rich surfaces for propylene production over competing cracking reactions. The 
propylene desorption barrier was found to be critical to the overall selectivity, which is dependent on the 
adsorption strength of propylene. We applied a d-band center analyses of surface iron atoms and crystal 
orbital Hamilton population (COHP) analyses of the bonds between propylene and the surface, which 
demonstrates that the high selectivity of carbon-rich surfaces originates from the disruption of surface Fe 
ensembles caused by the spacing effect of surface carbon.  

(2) Shuai T.; Bo, H.; Wun-Gwi K.; Simon H. P.; Jason S. M.; et al.; ACS Cata. 6 (2016) 5673-5683 
(3) Peng W.; Thomas P. S.; Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 23(2021) 1401-1413 
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24. Revealing the Structural Change of Pd@Pt Bimetallic Nanocrystals via Spectroscopy and 
Catalytic Reaction Probes  

Peng Zhai1, Yifeng Shi2, Qiuxiang Wang3, Younan Xia2,3,4* and Kunlun Ding1* 
1Department of Chemical Engineering, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803; 

 2School of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 
30332; 3The Wallace H. Coulter Department of Biomedical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology 
and Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30332; 4School of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Georgia Institute 
of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332. 

* younan.xia@bme.gatech.edu; kunlunding@lsu.edu.  

The catalytic properties of bimetallic catalysts are highly dependent on the surface composition, which is 
susceptible to rearrangements under pretreatment and reaction conditions. Therefore, developing surface 
sensitive microscopic/spectroscopic methods is of great importance to build reliable correlation between 
surface structure and catalytic performance. In this work, monodispersed Pd@Pt nanocrystals with tunable 
Pt layer thickness derived from seeded growth method are employed as model catalysts. Both reaction 
(hydrogenation of acetylene and butadiene) and spectroscopy probes (CO-IR) revealed the restructuring of 
Pd@Pt nanocrystals upon thermal treatment, i.e. surface enrichment of Pd, which might be driven by the 
oxidation of Pd. After treated at 400°C in 10% O2/N2 for 30 min, the catalytic activity significantly increased 
with a dramatic shift in product selectivity, implying that the surface switched from “Pt-like” to “Pd-like” 
upon calcination. XPS and HAADF-STEM further confirmed that Pt concentration on surface decreased 
substantially while the octahedral structure remained. The migration of Pd from core to surface is also 
affected by the thickness of Pt layer (0.85L vs. 3.1L). The insights on structural dynamics presented in this 
work are beneficial for acquiring an in-depth understanding of bimetallic catalysts and further rationalizing 
the design of catalysts with high performance. 
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25. Site requirements for ethane oxidative dehydrogenation over bulk NiO based catalysts  
Xiaohui Zhao, Qianyu Ning, Lars Grabow, Jeffrey Rimer*, and Praveen Bollini*  

William A. Brookshire Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Houston, 
Houston, TX 77054 

* jrimer@central.uh.edu, ppbollini@uh.edu 

Oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane (ODHE) over NiO based materials has been studied as an alternative 
route for ethylene production. The lack of characterization techniques for quantifying different surface 
oxygen entities has led to questions regarding the role of (non)-stoichiometric oxygen in mediating ODHE 
activity and selectivity, which has prevented an in-depth understanding of mechanistic sequences over NiO 
catalyst surfaces or the effect of aliovalent dopants on promoting catalyst performance. In this presentation, 
we will provide, for the first time, evidence for non-stoichiometric oxygen (NSO) catalyzing ODHE over 
NiO by leveraging CO2 co-feeds as an exclusive and reversible titrant for NSO. ODHE rates subjected to 
changes by CO2 co-feeds correspond with the NSO density on catalyst surfaces during steady state and 
transient ODHE conditions, while residual ODHE activity can be attributed to surface stoichiometric 
oxygen does not bind CO2 and is less active, consistent with density functional theory (DFT) predictions. 
Dopant (i.e. niobium) impregnation gradually decreases the surface NSO to stoichiometric oxygen ratio, 
leading to lower CO2 inhibition on ODHE rate. We further show kinetic and isotopic evidence for the 
reversibility and kinetic relevance of elementary steps involved in ethane conversion to ethylene and CO2. 
Ethane oxidation proceeds via kinetically relevant C-H bond activation steps on surface NSO. By-product 
H2O and side product CO2 reversibly adsorb on the active oxygen site and therefore cause inhibition on 
ODHE and total oxidation rates. Collectively, these findings shed light on structure-catalytic property 
relationships and mechanisms of (non-)stoichiometric oxygen driven partial oxidation reactions catalyzed 
by mixed metal oxides.  
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A Brief History of the Southwest Catalysis Society 
As recounted by Joe W. Hightower, Professor Emeritus, Rice University (April 2009) 

B.S. ’59 - Harding University; M.S. ’61 and Ph.D. ’63 - The Johns Hopkins University 

 

I came to Rice University from the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh during the summer of 1967 
and immediately set out to meet catalyst people in the area.  We announced an organizational 
meeting to be held at Rice, Fall 1967.  There were 63 people as charter members of what was to 
become the Southwest Catalysis Club.  Jim Richardson (Esso Research and Engineering, now 
University of Houston) drafted the Bylaws and was elected Vice President, Jack Lunsford (Texas 
A&M University) was Secretary, Paul Conn (Shell Oil) was the Treasurer, and I served as the first 
elected President.  The officers held the first all-day Spring Symposium in May 1968 in the Grand 
Hall at Rice, and the SWCS was off and running (42 years and counting!).  [As a note, I did my 
PhD thesis research with Professor Paul Emmett at Johns Hopkins, which involved isotopic 
tracer studies of secondary reactions that occur during catalytic cracking of petroleum products.] 

At the time we started, there were about half a dozen “Catalysis Clubs” scattered around the 
country:  Chicago, Pittsburgh, New York, Philadelphia, California, and perhaps one more.  I knew 
people in all these “Clubs” though groups like the Gordon Research Conferences on Catalysis, and 
they all encouraged us to start a club in the SW.  Why 5 states?  Texas was obvious.  Arkansas 
was included because of Sam Siegel (Chemist at UArk); Louisiana, because of several researchers 
at Esso in Baton Rouge; Oklahoma, because of several Phillips researchers in Bartlesville; and 
New Mexico, because of people at University of New Mexico and at Sandia National Labs in 
Albuquerque.  In spite of the long distances, people from all these places attended some of the 
early meetings held twice a year, which sometimes had attendance near 200.  Most of the early 
meetings were held at Rice or in the Auditorium at the Shell-Westhollow labs.  In later years, the 
meeting was held in nearby places like Austin, College Station, and New Orleans. 

What was going on that made the late 60s an optimal time to establish the SWCS? I think 
the biggest factor was Shell downsizing its labs in Emeryville, CA and moving most its catalysis 
people to a new research facility at Westhollow.  At the same time, Esso was increasing its applied 
catalysis work both in Baytown 30 miles east of the city and in Baton Rouge.  For several years, 
Phillips Petroleum had been accumulating an amazing number of patents in catalysis at their 
laboratories in Bartlesville.  Bob Eischens came from New York and was applying his pioneering 
infrared studies at Texaco in Port Arthur.  Celanese had several catalysis people doing research 
near Corpus Christi. Many of you may recall that Texas City was devastated by the largest US 
chemical plant explosion of an ammonium nitrate ship in the mid-40s.  After the explosion, 
Monsanto rebuilt its facilities there, where workers were doing research on improving catalytic 
processes for styrene and acrylonitrile manufacture.  Petrotex Chemical in Pasadena, another 
suburb on Houston’s ship channel, was optimizing its butadiene and C4 olefins production through 
catalytic processes. 
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In addition, catalysis groups were springing up at several universities, including surface 
science by the late John Mike White at the University of Texas, Jack Lunsford's and Wayne 
Goodman’s highly productive groups at Texas A&M, Richard Gonzales at Tulane, Jim Richardson 
at U of H, Kerry Dooley at LSU, Tom Leland and me at Rice, and groups at other universities in 
the 5-state area.  What was lacking?  There was no formal mechanism for these diverse groups to 
exchange information or get advice in the southwest.  The time was ripe for an organization where 
catalysis could be openly discussed.  Although much catalysis research is proprietary, enough was 
sufficiently open to create a stimulating environment for sharing mutual interests, many focusing 
on new ultra-high vacuum analytical equipment that was being rapidly developed. 

The first thing we did was to organize an NSF-supported workshop at Rice which (not 
surprisingly) concluded that more funding was needed for research on catalysts for fuels, 
environmental protection (cat converters), chemicals, etc.  At that time, demand was also great for 
new employees with catalysis training, but the supply was quite limited.  This provided an occasion 
for the development of short courses to train industrial employees in heterogeneous catalysis.  
Several courses were started around the country. One of the most successful was started at Rice 
and has continued for more than 30 years through the University of Houston.  It can be said, then, 
that SWCS was instrumental in starting these heterogeneous catalysis short courses. 

The "Club" was soon invited to join the other half dozen Clubs as a part of the growing North 
American Catalysis Society.  Being the new kid on the block, our Club was asked to host its first 
biennial North American Meeting (NAM-2) in February 1971, which was held at the Astrodome 
Hotel in Houston. Jim Richardson and I were Associate and General Chair of the meeting, while 
Paul Venuto (Mobil Research/Development and a colleague of the late Heinz Heinemann) was in 
charge of the Program.  At that meeting the late Dr. R. J. Kokes (one of my professors at Johns 
Hopkins) and Dr. H. S. Bloch (Universal Oil Products) were recipients, respectively, of the first 
Paul H. Emmett and Eugene J. Houdry Awards in fundamental and applied catalysis. 

In 1985, the Southwest Catalysis Society was again called on to host a five-day 9th North 
American Meeting (NAM-9) at Houston's Adam's Mark Hotel. This time, Jack Lunsford and Lynn 
Slaugh were General and Vice Chair; I was Technical Program Chair. Most recently, the SWCS 
members organized the spectacular North American Meeting at Houston's downtown Hilton 
Americas Hotel in 2007, attended by over 1000 delegates from all over the world, “Celebrating 
Catalysis Texas Style.”  Kudos again to SWCS officers Kerry Dooley, Brendan Murray, Scott 
Mitchell, Michael Reynolds, Yun-Feng Chang, Michael Wong, and many, many others!  All told, 
the SWCS has hosted 3 national events now: 1971 (NAM-2), 1985 (NAM-9) and 2007 (NAM-
20). 


